GSCi

Thank you for subscribing to GSCi.
The purpose of this brochure is to go through the features and benefits of each
section of GSCi and help you to navigate the site.
If you have any questions or require an online training session, I have included
my contact details at the end.

GSCi

GSCi in summary
The Global Supply Chain intelligence (GSCi) portal is an online database offering a
comprehensive analysis of the global logistics industry.
GSCi is comprised of six key sections:
Logistics Market
profiles

Regional/ country
profiles

Technology

Vertical Sector
profiles

Logistics service
providers

Data Hub

GSCi also contains a number of secondary products that complement the key sections,
namely the Ti Dashboard, the Global Logistics Monitor and the Top 10s.

Who uses GSCi?
GSCi is used by a range of customers and by personnel at all levels, from CEOs to researchers,
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GSCi – Sign in
Each new user to GSCi will receive a welcome email with a link to create their password.
On setting a unique password simply click the Sign In button at the top right of the Homepage:
You will then be taken to the screen below:

GSCi - Logistics market profiles
GSCi’s logistics market profiles cover the markets for all major categories of logistics services including:

GSCi – Logistics Market profiles: features
Each market profile contains the below sections:
• Overview: The overview section contains Ti’s analysis of the major
trends developing within the market and examines the structure
and dynamics of the market in detail. It’s here that you’ll find
information on supply and demand factors, cost structures,
operational models and best practice.
• Market Size and Forecasting: This section provides Ti’s
proprietary market sizing and forecasting data, giving you hard data
on the scale and expected growth of different markets. This data is
split geographically and by the major segments of the market.
• Mergers & Acquisitions, Major Contract Listing: See all the
M&A activity within the market and view listings of all major
contracts between LSPs and shippers in the market.
• Providers, Vertical Sectors, Regions and Countries:
Understand what different companies are doing in each market,
how the market interacts with each vertical sector and the
particular characteristics of the market in each country/region.
• News and Briefs: Read about all the latest developments in the
market.

GSCi – Logistics Market profiles: benefits
• Overview: Can be used to understand the factors that drive
changes in prices, service levels, volumes and margins; how these
are changing now and how they will develop in the future.
• Market Size and Forecasting: Helps you to understand the
market size and growth prospects of different logistics markets to
allow you to make informed strategic investment decisions and
conduct market entry studies.
• Technology: Can be used to understand the impact of new
technologies on the market and the competitive landscape of their
use.
• Mergers & Acquisitions, Major Contract Listing: Understand the
structure of the market and which LSPs are providing which
services to which shippers.
• News and Briefs: Keep right up to date with the latest
developments in the market.

GSCi – Vertical Sector Profiles
GSCi’s vertical sector profiles cover macro-economic vertical sectors including:

GSCi – Vertical Sector profiles: features
• Overview: The overview section contains Ti’s analysis of
the structure of the market for logistics services to the
sector and highlights the major trends which are
influencing its development.
• Logistics: This section discusses the role that logistics
plays within the sector, the type of services used by the
sector and how LSPs serve the sector
• Market Size and Forecasting: This section provides Ti’s
proprietary market sizing and forecasting data, giving you
hard data on the scale of the logistics services used by
the sector and the expected growth in those services.
This data is split geographically and by the major
segments within the sector. You will also find production
data relating to the sector here.
• Trade: This section contains import and export data for
commodities within the sector, as well as more detailed
data on trade flows by lane.
• Mergers & Acquisitions, Major Contract Listing: See
all the M&A activity within the sector and view listings of
all major contracts between LSPs and shippers in the
sector.
• Providers, Vertical Sectors, Regions and Countries:
Understand what different companies are doing in each
sector, how the sector interacts with each logistics market
and the particular characteristics of the sector in each
country/region.
• News and Briefs: Read about all the latest developments
in the market.

GSCi – Vertical Sector profiles: benefits
• Overview: Helps you understand the nature and structure of different sector within the
context of logistics
• Logistics: This section discusses the role that logistics plays within the sector, the type of
services used by the sector and how LSPs serve the sector
• Market Size and Forecasting: Understand the potential growth of opportunities for
logistics services to different sectors.
• Trade: Helps you understand the scale and growth of volume flows of different
commodities on different lanes and identify the best lanes to target.
• Major Contract Listing: Understand which LSPs are working with which shippers in the
sector.
• Providers, logistics markets, Regions and Countries: Understand what different
companies are doing in each sector, how the sector interacts with each logistics market
and the particular characteristics of the sector in each country/region.
• News and Briefs: Read about all the latest developments in logistics for the sector.

GSCi – Region and country profiles
GSCi’s regional and country profiles cover every country of the globe with the top 100 economies profiled in
detail. The regional and country pages are very similar in structure, the major difference is that regions
focus more on the economic conditions and trading relations within the region.
Logistics Overview: Designed to give you an understanding of the economic
conditions within the country and its trade, before examining the country’s
competitiveness and assessing the sophistication and performance of its
logistics sector. This section also provides a summary of the main logistics
markets within the country.
Logistics Markets: Provides a detailed assessment of the characteristics, size
and growth of each logistics market in the country.
Infrastructure: Describes the quality of infrastructure within the country and
assesses the level of sophistication of logistics services that enables.
Providers: Explains the operations of each logistics company within the
country
Benefits –
These profiles assist with market entry studies and planning for strategic
development by giving full economic context for logistics in each country and
then by providing granular detail on each individual logistics market in the
country and detailing the competitive environment there with information on the
companies operating there.

GSCi – Logistics Provider profiles
GSCi provides profiles for the top 360 logistics companies operating in the global market.
These LSPs range from the largest players with over €50bn of annual revenue down to
companies with around €50m of annual revenue.
The companies are selected on a complex range of criteria to ensure that we provide
coverage of all the most significant players from each logistics market, and which serve each
geography and sector.
The full list of Providers can be manipulated by using the filters shown here:

Or by using the Rank by Revenue facility shown here:

GSCi – Logistics Provider profiles: features
Strategic Profile: Ti’s Strategic Profiles offer in depth strategic
analysis of each Provider, assessing their operational capabilities,
their current strategy, their financial position and situating the
company within the context of the wider market. This section also
contains an executive summary of the whole profile.
Operational analysis: Provides detailed information about what
services the company provides, where it provides them and how it
performs those functions. Here you will find out all about the
structure of the companies, their networks/fleets and their service
offering. You can find further granular detail about a company’s
operations in given Logistics Markets, Vertical Sectors, Regions and
countries in the corresponding subsections.
Technology: Provides detailed information on the software and
hardware each company is using and how it feeds into their
operations.
Finances: Provides detailed financial breakdowns on the company
accompanied by in depth analysis assessing each company’s
performance and putting that into the context of the wider market.

GSCi – Logistics Provider profiles: benefits
GSCi’s provider profiles offer detailed competitor intelligence to help you
understand the capabilities and performance of all major LSPs. They can be used
for benchmarking and to better understand your competitors to get an edge, to
help you to select which logistics company to work with, or to give you a better
understanding of an LSP you are intending to pitch to.
The image below demonstrates a SWOT analysis for XPO’s contract logistics
business available by going to:
Providers > XPO > Insight > Strategic Background

GSCi – Technology: Features
The Technology section provides analysis of software vendors and their solutions for the
logistics industry though profiles of major players. This section also provides overviews
of major technology classes and the market for different types of software solutions.

Software Vendor Profiles: Provide detailed
analysis of major vendors of software to the
logistics industry, examining their operating
models, the type of services they provide, how
they provide them, and how that feeds into their
financial performance. The profiles also give
details of each company’s capabilities in
different fields of technology e.g. cloud
computing, AI, big data etc.
Software vendor Summaries: Provide an
overview of smaller software vendors and startup companies along with their solutions

GSCi – Technology: Benefits
•

Understand each organisation’s competitive position and future outlook, mapping
the competitive landscape.

•

Get insight into how software vendors are leveraging new technologies to enhance
the logistics operations of their clients, along with the implications for the wider
market so you can understand which software providers are likely to be a good fit for
your business.

The below example displays part of the Strategic Profile of Oracle, which can be
accessed through Technology > Software Vendor Profiles > Oracle > Strategic Profile

GSCi – Data Hub
The Data Hub provides easy access to Ti’s extensive collection of charts and tables including full access to
the Mergers & Acquisitions and Major Contracts databases.

GSCi – Data Hub: Ti Dashboard
The Ti Dashboard is a data aggregating and visualization tool designed to provide a live feed of data that Ti
considers to be indicators of development within the logistics industry. There are 128 different indicators in
total, each designed to demonstrate and measure a particular trend or pattern so that you can understand
the very latest developments in the market.
These indicators are split into 11 main sections:
§

Logistics Providers: Financial and volume data comparing the performance of major LSPs

§

Market size: Market growth rate data for the freight forwarding, contract logistics and express markets

§

Macroeconomic Indicators: Macroeconomic and trade data plotting the health of the global economy

§

Trade: Global and regional export and import time series data and charts

§

Fuel Prices: Charts and time series data related to oil and fuel prices

§

Industry Vertical Sectors: A range of industry specific data and charts related to key sectors including
chemical, automotive, high tech and retail

§

Sea Freight: Global and regional container shipping data including volumes and rates

§

Air Cargo: Global and regional (including Asia Pacific, Europe and US) air cargo data

§

Overland: Road and rail freight data from Europe, North America and China including output levels and
rates

§

Warehousing: Warehousing rents data

§

European Road Freight Rates: Weekly road freight rates on key European road traffic lanes

GSCi – Data Hub: Top 10s rankings
The Top 10s is a list of rankings for the global logistics industry to help you find out the largest logistics
players are in different countries, logistics markets and sectors. You can also find rankings of the top
tradelanes (import/export) by commodity and see rankings of ports and airports by volume. There are also
rankings of the largest manufacturers within different sectors.
This information can be used for comparisons, for benchmarking and for identifying potential customers.

GSCi – Publications
Ti’s Whitepapers, Logistics Monitors and Presentations are available to all GSCi subscribers and can be
accessed through the Publications box.
Ti Market Reports are available to Global subscribers or can be added to single user or group subscription
packages.

About Ti

Ti is a market leading research specialist which offers
high quality innovative solutions to companies
operating within the global supply chain. Ti solutions
are delivered through subscription to our online
knowledge centre, off the shelf reports, bespoke
consultancy and partnership programmes. We value
our longstanding relationships and delivered
outstanding customer service to achieve 90% repeat
business in 2016.

